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**Check with your instructor before you decide on which style manual to use and if there are any special requirements.

Citation Styles
MLA
APA
Turabian
Chicago Manual of Style

Basic Information Required
- Artist’s name
- Title of work
- Date work created
- Repository, museum or owner (current location of work)
- Country of origin
- Dimensions of work
- Material or medium
- Name of source of where you found the digital image (database, collection, museum, etc.) + access date + web side address (URL) and sometimes image ID number.
- Keep track of the terms of use (copyright information)

Credit Lines
Images with copyright restrictions
Reproduced with permission from University of Toronto.

Images without copyright restrictions
Walking Woman, 1965, photograph courtesy of Michael Snow.
MLA Bibliographic Entry
MLA: artist's name, title, date, medium, institution or individual owner, city, date accessed and url.

Standard entry:

Database entry:

MLA Footnote Entry

Standard entry:

Database entry:

APA Bibliographic Entry

Standard entry:

From an Image Database or Website – bibliographic entry:
APA Footnote Entry

First mention:
1 Michael Snow (1965)

Second mention:
1 Snow (1965)

TURABAIN

Turabain info needed: artist’s name, title, medium and support, date, institution or individual who owns it, city. If whereabouts unknown use the phrase “whereabouts unknown”. As a general rule cite images in footnotes and endnotes only.

General reference:

Database entry:

Bibliographic entry
Note: it is not common practice to cite images in a bibliography in Turabain style, however, if a professor requests it use this format:
Standard entry:

Database entry:

Chicago Manual of Style

In the humanities citation references are provided in footnotes, endnotes and bibliography. Images may be cited using captions or in a bibliography. Check with your instructor for the correct format. Chicago style is the only format requiring dimensions.

Standard Bibliographic entry:

**Bibliographic entry from a database / online website entry:**

**Caption**
Fig 1: Michael Snow, *Walking Woman/Carla Bley*, 1965, photolithograph, 50 x 50 cm., Blackwood Gallery, Mississauga.
* note that captions can use figures, fig., illustration, or ill.

**Caption from database or website**
Fig. 1: Michael Snow, *Walking Woman/Carla Bley*, 1965, photolithograph, 50 x 50 cm., Blackwood Gallery, Mississauga. <fadis.library.ca>

**Footnote/endnote entry (standard):**

**Database entry:**